What we do!

**COMMUNITY BUILDING**

Nodes that provide local forum for open education

- **OER Nodes**
  - 90 members, 34 states
  - Advocacy and building awareness
  - Community development
  - Professional development
  - Implementation support

- **OER Nodes**
  - 10 countries
  - Collaborate & coordinate
  - State of OE in the region
  - Online Resources

**CONVENCING & EVENTS**

Events organized on behalf of members and the community

- **OE Global Conference**
  - The most internationally diverse conference devoted exclusively to open education

- **Open Education Week**
  - Over 10,000 participants from 119 countries in 2022

**OURATING, COMMUNICATING, AND SHOWCASING**

- **OE Awards**
  - Annual recognition to outstanding contributions in the Open Education community

- **OE Voices**
  - A podcast from OE Global

- **Members' Spotlight**
  - Projects, publications or events that deserve more attention

**FACILITATING & MATCHMAKING**

- **UNESCO OER Recommendation**
  - Open EdTech

- **OE4BW**
  - Open Education Policy Forum

- **OE4BW**
  - National OER projects, publications or events that deserve more attention

**CONNECT**

Online OE community for sharing ideas and connecting members

- **connect.oeglobal.org**

**WHAT YOU CAN DO!**

- Become a member
- Join a regional node
- Network on Connect
- Get involved in open initiatives & special projects
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